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IIT-Khargapur is the national coordinating institute to implement the SPARC programme.

Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar Thursday launched web portals for two schemes - IMPRESS and SPARC with an 
aim to build an ecosystem of research in educational institutions.

"A country achieves prosperity on a sustainable basis only through innovation which can happen only by good research and 
which is currently a major focus area of the government," Javadekar said at a press conference here.

While the objective of Impactful Policy Research in Social Sciences(IMPRESS) is to identify and fund research proposals in 
social sciences with maximum impact on governance and society, under IMPRESS, 1,500 research projects will be awarded 
for two years to support social science research in higher educational institutions.

The Scheme for Promotion of Academic and Research Collaboration (SPARC) aims at building the research ecosystem of 
India's higher educational institutions by facilitating the Scheme for Promotion of Academic and Research Collaboration 

https://biospectrumindia.com


(SPARC) aims at building the research ecosystem of India's higher educational institutions by facilitating academic and 
research collaborations between Indian and foreign institutions. 

"It is a scheme for promotion of academic and research collaboration. Under the scheme, we are giving Rs 418 crore for 600 
joint research proposals. The idea is to stop brain drain and provide facilities so that they can do research in Indiin India," 
Javadekar said. 

"A set of five thrust areas (Fundamental Research, Emergent Areas of Impact, Convergence, Action-Oriented Research and 
Innovation-Driven) and sub-theme areas in each thrust area has been identified for collaboration under SPARC based on 
emergent relevance and importance for the nation," the Union minister added. 

IIT-Khargapur is the national coordinating institute to implement the SPARC programme. 

The research work under both the schemes will start from January next yeat, reported PTI.

 


